Abstract-Clustering has been a subject of extensive research in data mining, pattern recognition, and other areas for several decades. The main goal is to assign samples, which are typically non-Gaussian and expressed as points in high-dimensional feature spaces, to one of a number of clusters. It is well known that in such high-dimensional settings, the existence of irrelevant features generally compromises modeling capabilities. In this paper, we propose a variational inference framework for unsupervised nonGaussian feature selection, in the context of finite generalized Dirichlet (GD) mixture-based clustering. Under the proposed principled variational framework, we simultaneously estimate, in a closed form, all the involved parameters and determine the complexity (i.e., both model an feature selection) of the GD mixture. Extensive simulations using synthetic data along with an analysis of real-world data and human action videos demonstrate that our variational approach achieves better results than comparable techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
A N important traditional step in pattern recognition and data mining is to select the relevant features, with good discriminatory power, for a given application [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . The surge of research interests in the areas of machine learning, data mining, computer vision, statistics, and related fields has produced a wide variety of feature selection approachfes, especially in supervised settings. For an excellent review and in-depth discussions of the research in feature selection the reader is referred to [8] , [9] , [10] and references therein. In recent years, there has been considerable interest in formulating the feature selection problem in unsupervised settings using mixture models learned using different optimization algorithms [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . The primary objective is the identification and the reduction of the influence of extraneous (or irrelevant) features that do not contribute information about the true clusters structure. The main assumption in many of these approaches is that the features follow a multivariate normal distribution with diagonal variance-covariance matrix (see, for instance, [9] , [11] , [13] , [17] ). This assumption is rarely met, is unrealistic in many cases and is generally violated by real life applications [15] , [18] . Indeed, in many applications the per-class distributions are not Gaussian as shown in [10] where a mixture-based approach, relying on GD distribution and benefiting from its interesting mathematical properties and flexibility [19] , [20] , has been proposed.
The unsupervised feature selection model in [10] has been trained using a minimum message length (MML) [21] objective function with the expectation-maximization (EM) [22] algorithm. Despite the fact that the EM algorithm is the procedure of choice for parameter estimation in the case of incomplete data problems, where part of the data is hidden, several studies have shown theoretically and experimentally that the EM algorithm, in deterministic settings (e.g., maximum-likelihood estimation), converges either to a local maximum or to a saddle point solution and depends on an appropriate initialization (see, for instance, [22] , [23] , [24] ), which may compromise the modeling capabilities. Recently, learning research has been directed toward Bayesian approaches that allow the formal treatment of uncertainty in modeling through the incorporation of prior knowledge about the model's parameters and then the combination of these prior beliefs with the observed data, which results in posterior distributions [25] . The calculation and updating of these posteriors is generally untractable and involves highdimensional integrations. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques are the methods of choice in this case and allow to approximate the Bayesian inference, but its computational cost is known to be prohibitive [25] , [26] . A deterministic approximation alternative, of posterior distributions, is now possible thanks to variational methods that at the same time prevent overfitting and allow model selection [27] , [28] . The main idea of variational Bayes learning is to find an accurate and tractable approximation to the true model's posterior that minimizes the divergence [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] .
The aim of this paper is to extend our feature selection approach previously proposed in [10] by reformulating it within a variational framework. We are mainly motivated by the good results obtained recently using variational learning techniques in machine learning applications in general [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] and for the unsupervised feature selection problem in particular [13] , [17] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the details of our unsupervised feature selection model and describes it as a probabilistic Bayesian model. In Section 3, we describe our variational approximation procedure for the proposed model learning. Section 4 presents results on synthetic data, real data, and a challenging application namely human action videos categorization. Section 5 closes with conclusions, discussions, and future directions.
BAYESIAN GD MIXTURE MODEL WITH FEATURE SELECTION
We start by briefly reviewing our unsupervised feature selection model previously proposed in [10] . Then, we propose a Bayesian version of this model. Although this paper is self-contained, the reader is urged to refer to [10] .
Model Specification
Consider a set of N vectors Y ¼ fỸ 1 ; . . . ;Ỹ N g, where each vectorỸ i ¼ ðY i1 ; . . . ; Y iD Þ is represented in a D-dimensional space and assumed to be generated from a finite GD mixture model with M components [20] :
where GDðỸ i j j ; j Þ is a GD distribution with parameters ð j ; j Þ; j ¼ ð j1 ; . . . ; jD Þ; j ¼ ð j1 ; . . . ; jD Þ, ¼ ð 1 ; . . . ; M Þ, ¼ ð 1 ; . . . ; M Þ, and ¼ ð 1 ; . . . ; M Þ is the vector of mixing coefficients that are positive and sum to one. Each observed vectorỸ i is assigned to all the components with posterior probabilities pðjjỸ i Þ / j GDðỸ i j j ; j Þ, which are also known as responsibilities [35] . Based on the mathematical properties of the GD thoroughly discussed in [10] , [20] , it is possible to show that the responsibilities can be written as [10] :
BetaðX il j jl ; jl Þ;
and BetaðX il j jl ; jl Þ is a Beta distribution defined as
Therefore, the clustering structure underlying data set Y can be represented by a new data set X ¼ fX 1 ; . . . ;X N g governed by the mixture model
BetaðX il j jl ; jl Þ:
This is actually an important property of the GD mixture, because the independence between the features, in the case of the new data set X , becomes a fact and not an assumption as considered in previous unsupervised feature selection Gaussian mixture-based approaches [9] , [11] , [13] , [17] . The approach that we shall present can be viewed then as a hybrid feature extraction selection technique because we identify relevant features in a transformed space and not in the original one [10] . For each vectorX i , we assign a latent variable z i ¼ ðz i1 ; z i2 ; . . . ; z iM Þ, such that z ij 2 f0; 1g, P M j¼1 z ij ¼ 1 and z ij ¼ 1 ifX i belongs to class (or component) j and 0, otherwise. The conditional distribution of the latent variables Z ¼ fz 1 ; . . . ; z N g given is defined as
Then, the conditional distribution of data set X given the class labels Z can be written as
It is noteworthy that the previous model assumes actually that all the features X il are equally important for the clustering task that is not realistic in general because some of the features might be irrelevant and then mask 1 completely the cluster structure and its recovery [36] , [38] , [39] . The automatic selection of relevant features in the context of unsupervised learning is challenging and is far from trivial because inference has to be made on both the selected features and the clustering structure [7] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [16] , [40] . An early influential paper advocating the use of finite mixture models for unsupervised feature selection is [9] . The main idea is to suppose that a given feature X il is generated from a mixture of two univariate distributions. The first one is assumed to generate relevant features and is different for each cluster and the second one is common to all clusters (i.e., independent from class labels) and assumed to generate irrelevant features. 
1. Indeed, some authors have referred to irrelevant features as "masking variables" (see, for instance, [36] , [37] ).
2. Several other quantitative formalisms for relevance in the case of feature selection have been proposed in the past (see, for instance, [41] ).
3. An important distinction between the model in [9] and the one proposed in [10] is that the nonsalient feature is modeled as a mixture of distributions rather than a usual single distribution. Our specific choice is justified by the fact that a Beta mixture allows the accurate approximation of any univariate distribution (e.g., uniform, Gaussian, Gamma, and so on.) [42] .
lK Þ such that lk represents the prior probability that X il comes from the kth component of the Beta mixture representing irrelevant feature, and 
where ¼ f 1 ; . . . ; D g and ¼ f 1 ; . . . ; D g.
Bayesian Framework
The EM algorithm can be applied for inferencing the model presented in the previous section [10] . However, it requires the integration of an entropy measure [19] or an information criterion such as MML [20] as done in [10] for the determination of the optimal number of components. In this paper, we adopt a Bayesian variational inference approach that allows simultaneously the estimation of all the involved parameters and model selection (i.e., both feature selection and determination of the optimal number of clusters). Indeed, variational learning has been used recently as an approximation of Bayesian learning and as an alternative to both fully Bayesian MCMC techniques and fully deterministic likelihood-based approaches that can be justified by its computational tractability and good generalization performance [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] .
To perform variational Bayes, we need to introduce conjugate priors over parameters ; ; , and . It is noteworthy that , and will be considered as parameters and not as random variables within our framework, thus priors shall not be imposed on them as we will explain further in next section. The conjugate priors, that can be developed using the fact that the Beta distribution belongs to the exponential family (see, for instance, [43] , [44] ), are analytically intractable and cannot be used within a variational framework as shown in [45] .
Thus, we use Gamma priors as suggested in [45] , for the Beta distribution, by assuming that the different model's parameters are independent: (1), (4), (5), (6), (7), and (8), the joint distribution of all the random variables, conditioned on parameters, is given by pðX ; Z; W; ; ; ; ; j ; ; Þ ¼ pðX jZ; W; ; ; ; ; ÞpðZj ÞpðWj Þpð j Þ 
A directed graphical representation of this model is illustrated in Fig. 1 
VARIATIONAL LEARNING OF THE MODEL
In this section, we describe a variational Bayes learning approach for our model by following the inference methodology proposed in [46] . The proposed variational framework is used to prevent overfitting and allows simultaneously the parameters estimation, the automatic determination of the number of clusters, and the saliencies of the features.
Variational Learning
Let us define Â Â ¼ fZ; ; W; ; ; ; g as the set of random variables and denote Ã Ã ¼ f ; ; g as the set of parameters.
Our goal is to estimate the parameters Ã Ã by maximizing the marginal likelihood pðX jÃ ÃÞ:
Since this marginalization is intractable, variational approach is then adopted to find a tractable lower bound on pðXjÃ ÃÞ. By applying Jensen's inequality, the lower bound L of the logarithm of the marginal likelihood ln pðXjÃ ÃÞ can be found as [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] ln pðX jÃ ÃÞ ¼ ln
where QðÂ ÂÞ is an approximation to the true posterior distribution pðÂ ÂjX ; Þ. The lower bound LðQÞ is maximized when QðÂ ÂÞ ¼ pðÂ ÂjX ; Ã ÃÞ. However, in practice the true posterior distribution is computationally intractable and can not be directly used for variational inference. Thus, a restricted family of distributions QðÂ ÂÞ needs to be considered. Here, we restrict the form of QðÂ ÂÞ by adopting a factorization assumption that will allow the marginalization to be carried out efficiently as we shall see later. This approximation approach, which has been developed from statistical mechanics [47] , is known as mean field theory and has been used efficiently by several researchers in the past [48] , [49] . With the factorization assumption, the posterior distribution QðÂ ÂÞ can be factorized into disjoint tractable distributions such that QðÂ ÂÞ ¼ Q a Q a ðÂ Â a Þ. Note that this is the only assumption about the distribution, and no restriction is placed on the functional forms of the individual factors Q a ðÂ Â a Þ. To maximize the lower bound LðQÞ, we need to make a variational optimization of LðQÞ with respect to each of the distributions Q a ðÂ Â a Þ in turn. For a specific factor Q s ðÂ Â s Þ in a standard variational inference approach, the general expression for its optimal solution can be found by Bishop et al. [30] , [46] 
where hÁi a6 ¼s denotes an expectation with respect to all the distributions Q a ðÂ Â a Þ except for a ¼ s. Since the expression for the optimal solution Q s ðÂ Â s Þ depends on calculating the expectations with respect to the other factors Q a ðÂ Â a Þ for a 6 ¼ s, we need to cycle through all the factors for finding the maximum of the lower bound. In general, to perform the variational inference, all the factors Q a ðÂ Â a Þ need to be suitably initialized first, then each factor is updated in turn with a revised value obtained by (11) using the current values for all of the other factors. Convergence is guaranteed since bound is convex with respect to each of the factors Q a ðÂ Â a Þ [50] . We apply the variational approach to our model by assuming that QðÂ ÂÞ can be factorized as following QðÂ ÂÞ ¼ QðZÞQð ÞQðWÞQð ÞQð ÞQð ÞQð Þ. By applying (11) to each factor, we obtain the optimal solutions for the factors of the variational posterior:
where G represents the Gamma distribution and where we define [45] . The expected values in the above formulas are given by
Variational Lower Bound
To monitor the convergence and check the correctness of the proposed variational learning approach, we can evaluate its variational lower bound. After obtaining the functional forms for the variational factors, the lower bound (10) of the model can be obtained as following:
Here, each expectation is evaluated with respect to all of the random variables in its argument. It is straightforward to obtain these expectations according to the results from previous section:
hln pðXjZ; W; ; ; ; ; Þi
r ij ln r ij ;
Optimizing the Mixing Coefficients and Complete Algorithm
Now, that we have obtained a variational lower bound LðQÞ, which approximates the true marginal log likelihood ln pðX jÃ ÃÞ, the model parameters Ã Ã can be estimated by maximizing LðQÞ with respect to ; and . Setting the derivative of the lower bound with respect to j ; lk , and l to zero, we get
Since the solutions for the variational posterior Q and the value of the lower bound depend on the values of ; , and , the optimization of the model can be solved in a way analogous to the EM algorithm. In the variational equivalent of the E-step, we optimize the variational solutions for each variational factor ((12) to (14) ). Then, in the subsequent variational equivalent of the M-step, we maximize the lower bound LðQÞ with respect to the current values of ; and . These two steps are repeated until convergence. The complete algorithm can be summarized as follows 4 :
1. Initialization a. Choose initial number of components for M and K, and the initial values for hyperparameters u jl , v jl , p jl , q jl , g lk , h lk , s lk , and t lk . b. Initialize the value of r ij and m ilk by K-means algorithm.
The variational E-step: Update the variational solutions through (12) to (14).
The variational M-step: Maximize lower bound
LðQÞ with respect to the current values of ; and using (30). 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until convergence. 5. Detect the correct M and K by eliminating the components with small mixing coefficients (less than 10 À5 ).
It is noteworthy that the proposed algorithm allows implicitly and simultaneously model selection with parameter estimation and feature selection. This is different from classic approaches that perform model selection using model selection rules, derived generally under asymptotical assumption and information theoretic reasoning, such as MML, MDL, and AIC [51] . A major drawback of these traditional approaches is that they require the entire learning process to be repeated for different models (i.e., different values of M and K in our case).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we shall illustrate our results with a collection of simulation studies involving both artificial and real-world data, and a real challenging application namely human action videos categorization. The goal of the synthetic data is to investigate the accuracy of the variational approach. The applications involving real data have two main goals. The first goal is to compare our approach that we refer to as varFsGD to the MML-based unsupervised feature selection approach (MMLFsGD) previously proposed in [10] . The second goal is to compare varFsGD with the GD mixture learned in a variational way without feature selection (we refer to this approach as varGD). Please note that it is rather difficult to make a fruitful comparison among the many unsupervised feature selection techniques that have been proposed in the literature and this is not actually the aim of the paper. We have compared, however, our results with the variational Gaussian mixture-based unsupervised feature selection approach (we shall refer to as varFsGau) proposed in [13] . In all our experiments, we initialize the number of components M and K with large values (15 and 10, respectively) with equal mixing coefficients, and the feature saliency values are initialized at 0.5. To provide broad noninformative prior distributions, the initial value of u, p, g, and s for the conjugate priors are set to 1, and v, q, h, t are set to 0.01. Then, the initial values of " , " , " , and " can be calculated using (15).
Artificial Data
First, we have tested the performance of our variational algorithm in terms of estimation and selection, on six 11-dimensional ground-truth synthetic data sets (three-dimensional relevant features and eight-dimensional irrelevant N denotes the total number of elements, n j denotes the number of elements in cluster j for the relevant features. j1 , j1 , j2 , j2 , j3 , j3 and j are the real parameters of the mixture models of relevant features. j1 , j1 , j2 , j2 , j3 , j3 and j are the estimated parameters from variational inference. features). Following the scheme used in [10] , the relevant features are generated in the transformed space from mixtures of Beta distributions with well-separated components and irrelevant ones from mixtures of overlapped components. The synthetic data sets are constructed based on different values of M (the number of components in the mixture of relevant features) and K (the number of components in the mixture of irrelevant features) with the corresponding parameters of each component. For instance, data set 1 is built with 900 instances. Its mixture of the relevant features has three components (i.e., j ¼ f1; 2; 3g). Each component j has n j instances with its own parameters f j ; j g and its corresponding mixing coefficient j . Eight irrelevant features that are sampled from a BetaðX il j1:5; 0:8Þ density are then appended to this data, yielding a set of 900 11-dimensional patterns. The mixture of the irrelevant features for data set 1 contains only one component (i.e., K ¼ 1). Notice that, in this experiment, we choose that irrelevant features are generated, per-component, from the same density (i.e., ð 1k ; 1k Þ ¼ ð 2k ; 2k Þ ¼ Á Á Á ¼ ð 8k ; 8k Þ). Table 1 illustrates the different synthetic data sets with their real and estimated parameters of the relevant mixture models. According to Table 1 , we can observe that our approach is able to estimate accurately the parameters of the relevant mixture models. The real and estimated parameters of the mixture models representing irrelevant features are shown in Tables 2 and 3 . Within these two tables, K denotes the number of components of the irrelevant mixture models, f lk ; lk g are the real parameters and f lk ; lk g are the estimated parameters by variational inference. Table 4 shows the true and estimated mixing coefficients of the irrelevant mixtures. According to these three tables, we can see clearly that the parameters of the irrelevant mixture models are estimated accurately by our algorithm. Fig. 2 shows the estimated mixing coefficients of the mixture components, in each data set, after convergence. By removing the components with very small mixing coefficients in each data set, we obtain the correct number of components for the mixtures representing relevant features.
The estimated mixing coefficients for the irrelevant mixtures of each synthetic data are shown in Fig. 3 . Based on this figure, it is obvious that the appropriate number of components for the irrelevant features can be obtained by eliminating the coefficients that are close to 0 for each generated data. The feature saliencies of all the 11 features for each generated data set are shown in Fig. 4 . It is clear that features 1, 2, and 3 have been assigned a high degree of relevance, which is consistent with the ground truth. Therefore, we can conclude that, for synthetic data sets, the proposed algorithm successfully detects the true number of components and correctly assigns the importance of features.
Next, two more synthetic data sets are generated to validate our algorithm when N D. Data set A consists of 50 60-dimensional (10 relevant and 50 irrelevant features) instances, where each relevant feature is generated from a mixture of two Beta distributions having equal weights: BetaðX il j15; 20Þ and BetaðX il j25; 13Þ, and the 50 irrelevant features are generated from BetaðX il j0:2; 0:8Þ. Data set B contains 60 60-dimensional instances, where 10 features are relevant and synthesized from a mixture of three Beta components with equal mixing coefficients: BetaðX il j15; 20Þ, BetaðX il j25; 13Þ, and BetaðX il j35; 18Þ. Each irrelevant feature in data set B is generated from a mixture of two Beta distributions having equal weights: BetaðX il j0:5; 2Þ and BetaðX il j1:3; 0:8Þ. The corresponding estimated mixing coefficients and feature saliencies of each data set are illustrated in Fig. 5 , which clearly shows that, although N D in each test set, our variational approach still can learn the corresponding models correctly.
Furthermore, we have evaluated the performance of the proposed varFsGD on a known 10,000-dimensional synthetic example, which has been previously proposed in [52] and adopted, for instance, in our previous work [10] . This data set contains 100 instances, where the relevant features are sampled from a mixture of two 150-dimensional Gaussian distributions: N ð1:5; 0:2Þ and N ð0; 1Þ, while the irrelevant features are sampled from N ð0; 1Þ with a dimensionality of 9,850. After running the proposed algorithm on this synthetic data set, we have observed that our varFsGD can accurately detect the 150 relevant features by assigning to them high degrees of relevancy ( l > 0:9). The remaining irrelevant features have been correctly recognized in our test, because low values of saliency ( l < 0:1) have been assigned to them.
Real Data
In this section, we evaluate the proposed algorithm on four real-world data sets with different properties, as shown in Table 5 3 Â 3 region drawn from seven types of outdoor images: Brickface, sky, foliage, cement, window, path, and grass. The handwritten digits data set (HD) contains 5,620 vectors with 64 features from 10 classes: "0" to "9." All the data sets are taken from the UCI machine learning repository. 5 Since the features of all data sets are within some specific range, normalization is performed as a preprocessing step to transform all the data points into the range of [0,1]. We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm by running it 20 times with 30 initial components. We also initialize the number of components for irrelevant features to 15. For comparison, we also apply MMLFsGD, varGD, and varFsGau on the same data sets. The results are summarized in Table 6 . According to this table, we can observe that the improvement is immediately obvious with our method because it decreases the error rate and selects accurately the correct number of components for all the data sets. The features saliencies for the different tested data sets are given in Fig. 6 . According to this figure, it is obvious that the different features do not contribute equally to the clustering because different relevancy degrees are affected to them. Take the IS data set for instance, there are three features (features number 4, 12, and 18) that have saliencies less than 0.5, and therefore have less impact on clustering structure.
Human Action Videos Categorization
With the rapid development of digital technologies, the increase in the availability of multimedia data such as images and videos is tremendous. With thousands of videos on hand, grouping them according to their contents is highly important for a variety of visual tasks such as event analysis [53] , video indexing, browsing and retrieval, and digital libraries organization [54] . How to provide efficient videos categorization approaches has attracted many research efforts and has been addressed by several researchers in the past (see, for instance, [55] , [56] , [57] , [58] , [59] , [60] ). Videos categorization remains, however, an extremely challenging task due to several typical scenarios such as unconstrained motions, cluttered scenes, moving backgrounds, object occlusions, nonstationary camera, geometric changes, and deformation of objects and variations of illumination conditions and viewpoints. In this section, we present an unsupervised learning method, based on our variational algorithm, for categorizing human action videos. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on a challenging video data set namely the KTH [61] human action data set.
Experimental Methodology
Several studies have been conducted to provide models and visual features to consistently (i.e., regardless changes in viewpoint angles, position, distance, size, orientation, or deformation) categorize objects and visual scenes. These studies have shown that a good model is required, and it [62] , [63] . Recently several works have been based on the notion of visual vocabulary constructed via a quantization process, according to a coding rule such as K-Means, of local features (spatiotemporal features in the case of videos) extracted from a set of detected interest points (space-time interest points in the case of videos). This approach allows the representation of images and videos as histograms of visual words and have convincingly proven its effectiveness in several applications (see, for instance, [64] ). Here, we consider this approach and our methodology for unsupervised videos categorization can be summarized as follows: First, local spatiotemporal features from each video sequence are extracted from their detected space-time interest points. Among many of the existing space-time interest points detectors and local spatiotemporal features [55] , [65] , [66] , [67] , [68] , we employ the space-time interest point detector proposed in [57] , 6 which is actually a space-time extension of the well-known Harris operator, and histograms of optic flow (HoF) as proposed in [65] . Next, a visual vocabulary is constructed by quantizing these spatiotemporal features into visual words using K-means algorithm and each video is then represented as a frequency histogram over the visual words. Then, we apply the pLSA model [69] to the obtained histograms as done in [70] in the case of still images. As a result each video is represented now by a D-dimensional proportional vector, where D is the number of latent aspects. Finally, we employ our varFsGD model as a classifier to categorize videos by assigning the video sequence to the group, which has the highest posterior probability according to Bayes' decision rule.
KTH Human Action Data Set
The KTH human action data set is one of the largest available video sequences data sets of human actions [61] . It contains six types of human action classes including: Walking, jogging, running, boxing, hand waving, and hand clapping. Each action class is performed several times by 25 subjects in four different scenarios: Outdoors (S1), outdoors with scale variation (S2), outdoors with different clothes (S3), and indoors (S4). This data set contains 2391 video sequences and all sequences were taken over homogenous backgrounds with a static camera with 25-ftps frame rate. All video samples were downsampled to the spatial resolution of 160 Â 120 pixels and have a length of 4 seconds in average. Examples of frames from video sequences of each category are shown in Fig. 7 . In this experiment, we considered a training set composed of actions related to 16 subjects to construct the visual vocabulary, by setting the number of clusters in the KMeans algorithm (i.e., number of visual words) to 1,000, as explained in the previous section. The pLSA model was applied by considering 40 aspects and each video in the database was then represented by a 40-dimensional vector 6. We have also tested another popular feature detector namely the Cuboid detector proposed in [55] . However, we have not noticed a significant improvement according to our experiments. of proportions. Last, the resulting vectors were clustered by our varFsGD model. The entire procedure was repeated 20 times for evaluating the performance of our approach. The optimal number of components was estimated as around 6 while the number of irrelevant Beta components was identified as K ¼ 2. The confusion matrix for the KTH data set is shown in Fig. 8a . We note that most of the confusion takes place between "walking" and "jogging," "jogging" and "running," as well as between "hand clapping" and "boxing." This is due to the fact that similar actions contain similar types of local space-time events. To demonstrate the importance of using mixtures for modeling irrelevant features in this experiment, we have also implemented our algorithm by fixing K equal to 1. The resultant confusion matrix is shown in Fig. 8b , which shows clearly that the average classification accuracy has decreased. Table 7 shows the average classification accuracy and the average number of relevant components obtained by varFsGD, MMLFsGD, varGD, and varFsGau. It clearly shows that our algorithm outperforms the other approaches for clustering KTH human action videos. For instance, the fact that the varFsGD performs better than the varFsGau is actually expected because videos are represented by vectors of proportions for which the GD mixture is one of the best modeling choices unlike the Gaussian mixture that implicitly assumes that the features vectors are Gaussian, which is far from the case. We have also tested the effect of different sizes of visual vocabulary on classification accuracy for varFsGD, MMLFsGD, varGD, and varFsGau, as illustrated in Fig. 9a . As we can see, the classification rate peaks around 1,000. The choice of the number of aspects also influences the accuracy of classification. As shown in Fig. 9b , the optimal accuracy can be obtained when the number of aspects is set to 40. These aspects may contribute with different degrees in the categorization of the action videos. The corresponding feature saliencies of the 40-dimensional aspects together with their standard deviations (error bars) are shown in Fig. 10 . As illustrated in this figure, the features have different relevance degrees and then contribute differently to clustering. For instance, there are seven features (features number 1, 8, 11, 14, 16, 22, 29) that have saliencies lower than 0.5, and then provide less contribution in clustering. This is because these aspects are associated with all categories and have less discrimination power. By contrast, eight features (features number 2, 10, 13, 25, 28, 33, 36, and 37) have high relevance degrees with feature saliencies greater than 0.9, which can be explained by the fact that these features are mainly associated with specific action categories. Moreover, as we can see in Fig. 10 , the standard deviations of the features with high relevance degrees are generally smaller than those for the irrelevant features, which means that our algorithm for selecting relevant features is efficient and consistent.
CONCLUSION
Most of the feature selection algorithms based on mixture models assume that the data in each component follow Gaussian distribution, which is seldom the case in real-life applications. Unlike these approaches, we have proposed in this paper a principled variational framework for unsupervised feature selection in the case of non-Gaussian data that naturally appear in many application from different domains and disciplines. Variational frameworks offer a deterministic alternative for Bayesian approximate inference by maximizing a lower bound on the marginal likelihood, which main advantage is computational efficiency and guaranteed convergence that can be easily assessed as compared to MCMC-based approaches that make posterior approximation in a stochastic sense. We have shown that the variational approach can be used to obtain a closed-form parameters posteriors for our model. The proposed approach has been applied to both synthetic and real data, and to a challenging application, which concerns human action videos categorization, with encouraging results. It is noteworthy that the proposed selection model is also applicable to many other challenging problems involving non-Gaussian proportional data such as text mining and compression, and protein sequences modeling in biology. There are several interesting possible future works such as handling the important problem of online learning in the case of dynamic data sets, where the relevancy of the features may vary as new data arrive or disappear. A possible solution to this problem could be the extension of the proposed model to the infinite case by integrating it with the nonparametric Bayesian framework recently proposed in [71] . 
